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i4i to Participate in the 23 Annual DIA Conference for Electronic Document Management
Join i4i at Booth 111 and listen to i4i Product Specialist Keith Thomas present “The role of Metadata in Coordinating
Corporate Labeling and Listing Process.”
Toronto, ON January 26, 2010 -- i4i Inc., a world leader in the design and development of collaborative content solutions
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and technologies for life sciences is pleased to participate in the 23 Annual DIA Conference for Electronic Document
Management in National Harbor, MD. The event takes place February 16 – 19 in 2010.
In conjunction with the trade show, Mr. Thomas will be delivering a talk that will examine the use of metadata within the
corporate labeling and listing process.
The combination of metadata and XML provide a powerful new set of tools for managing electronic information. They
allow for bridges to be built in a way that can begin the transition from document management based on document flow
to information management based on concept vocabularies, events and process models.
Join i4i at Booth 111 to see the most recent version of their labeling creation and management products.
Mr. Thomas presentation details:
Wednesday February 17, 2010 1:30-3:00
Track: Labeling
“The role of Metadata in Coordinating Corporate Labeling and Listing Process”
About i4i
Based in Toronto, Canada, i4i (www.i4i.com) is a world leader in the design and development of XML-based
collaborative content solutions and technologies. The company has a proven record of accomplishment and innovation
having authored international standards and patented its technology. Through the use of i4i's comprehensive suite of
products, life science companies can author, verify, submit and manage product labeling requirements across the globe.
i4i has successfully developed and deployed collaborative content solutions to customers in life sciences as well as other
industry and governments around the world.

